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THE REVEREND BARRY WHITEHEAD 
He had many talents and many enthusiasms. Vicar, family man, racing car driver and constructor …  
and the ability to entertain a whole paddock with his booming voice and infectious laugh. And that’s 
hardly scratching the surface of a man who made a huge contribution to the North West motor scene 
for many decades. 

As many will know, the Reverend Barry Whitehead sadly died on Monday, May 22, aged 86, from 
prostate cancer. He continued driving until two years ago when his health worsened, establishing an 
amazing record of 45 years at the wheel without missing a season.   

His final creation, RBS8 (Reverend Barry Special) continues to be campaigned by his daughter Eve who 
shared the car with him for the last 18 years. It is the last in a line of mainly 1100cc racing cars, designed 
and built from scratch in his garage, that started with RBS1 back in 1969. 

It was an unusual passion for a man of the cloth. But then Barry didn’t really do ‘normal’. He managed 
to combine his religious life, which included a long spell as an industrial chaplain as well as in a joint 
ministry based in Wigan, with caving, walking and climbing with another competitive enthusiasm, 
shooting, for which he won a Blue as a student at Oxford. And doting on his Burmese cats. 

Such was the force of his personality and tenacity that all those who shared a paddock with him drew 
inspiration from his good-humoured determination to make the best of every moment of an event – 
and life in general. Our condolences go to his children Pat, Eve, Mark and Nicola, as well as his 
grandchildren and great grandchild. 

The final words on this remarkable character are at the end of this Bulletin. They come from his daughter 
Eve in the tribute to her father that she read at his funeral in St Wilfrid’s Church, Standish. 

Geoff Ward 

 

 



FIVE TIMED RUNS ARE THE REWARD AS LONGTON 
FACES CHALLENGES AT THREE SISTERS 

Report and pictures by DENISE MOORE 
After an on–off saga caused by financial issues involving the circuit operators, LDMC negotiated an 
agreement to run the club’s event at Three Sisters on May 21. The day started promisingly with weak 
sunshine drying damp patches from overnight rain. A low turnout of 52 cars (but 59 drivers) offered the 
chance of a high number of runs, although that was to be frustrated by timing issues. 
 
First practice went off without incident although a few drivers had the obligatory twitchy moments as 
they coped with the damper parts of the track.  Second practice also went well although a few of the 
drivers were tempting fate by throwing their cars wide around the bend leading up to the Valley, in 
particular Keith Minshull in his Peugeot 306 Rallye and Andy Larton in his Peugeot 106 on three wheels 
into the corner.  Then Mick Dent in his blue Westfield Megabusa decided not to take the corner at all 
and to a squeal of brakes and a cloud of smoke manoeuvred his way at speed around the hay bales and 
onto the grass before making his way back onto the track! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first timed run saw a marshal rescuing debris on the track after Paddock Bend which was then 
followed by Olivia Macdonald in the MG ZR having a little incident in Lunar and causing a red flag 
although she managed to continue.  Paul and William Makinson sharing the BMC Mini had to retire after 
blowing a piston, which was a great shame as they had both been putting in great times in practice.  At 
this point timing issues became apparent and there were one or two pauses in the proceedings 
necessitating the first of several reruns for quite a few cars which continued for much of the day. 
 
The second timed run started after lunch in an attempt to resolve the ongoing timing problems.  In 
some respects, lunchtime was a sombre occasion as Eve Whitehead took RBS8 home having brought the 
car out to honour her father, our friend and stalwart LDMC member, the Reverend Barry Whitehead 
who was in a hospice and sadly died the next day.  Our condolences go out to Eve and the rest of Barry’s 
family and we will always remember him and all the cars he built and raced. 
 
After an incident-free T2, the next timed run had a little more excitement when Steve Norton ended up 
wedged in the tyre barrier at Lunar bringing out both the recovery vehicle and the Clerk of Course.  After 
disentangling Steve’s MG ZS, the recovery vehicle had to come back for the trailer and Steve was towed 
back into the paddock.   

Continued …… 

 

A fitting tribute: Daughter Eve hustles RBS8 through a corner in honour of her father, 

and the car’s designer and builder, the Rev Barry Whitehead who died the next day 



Mick Dent in the Westfield Megabusa had another smokin’ moment coming out of Valley and had to 
take avoiding action through the cones.  Shortly after this Peter Ibbotson in his Sparton FF81 got all 
squirrelly and spun into the same bend, but he managed to get going again.  Unfortunately, the ongoing 
timing problems struck again which held up the following drivers. 
 
Proceedings ran smoothly through T4 until Chris Taylor in his single seater HiTech DP1300/02 ran into 
the hay bales at the bend for the Valley.  By the end of an incident free T5, people were starting to pack 
up to go home but quite a few diehards remained to try to squeeze faster times out of a final timed run.   
Apart from James Bourn in the Renault Clio who had a DNF, quite a few drivers did manage their fastest 
time of the day including Roger Fish in the Honda S2000 and Adam Read in his Westfield SEW.  One of 
the final runners, Geoff Ward in his Swift SC 93F, had a ‘senior moment’ when he forgot to take off his 
overshoes and had a half spin when he hit the brakes and the throttle at the same time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The various classes saw quite a few close battles, in class SB, Dave Chesterton and Martin Rowe in the 
battle of the Ford Fiestas fought it out for second and third place with very little between them.  A 
similar situation, in class 3G where, although David Cleaver in his Westfield SEIW took first place, the 
competition between the double drivers Derek Hodder and Garry Bunn, driving a Westfield SEI Type RC 
for second and third place was fierce.  The closest however was the 0.05 seconds separating Matt 
Turner in the Westfield Mega R1 and Terry Everall in the Westfield Megablade in the 3H Class.  Matt 
only managing to snatch back the lead in the final timed run.  In total there were four new records set. 
 
RESULTS  Class SB: Colin Smith, 54.45, N/R; 1A: Paul Gardner, 63.18; 1B: Keith Minshull, 51.64; 1D: Roger 
Fish, 50.89; 1E: William Campion, 54.75; 1G: Steve Wilson, 54.20, N/R; 2A: Richard Abraham, 50.65; 2B: 
Adam Read, 48.12; 3A: Debbie Cooper, 59.15; 3B: Andrew Larton, 48.41 N/R; 3C: Christian Timms, 
51.85; 3E: David Welton, 56.81; 3G: David Cleaver, 43.73 N/R; 3H: Matt Turner, 44.91; 4A: Jonathan 
Davies, 52.25; 5A: Eve Whitehead, 46.76; 5B: Geoff Ward, 48.86;  5C: Chris Taylor, 45.40. 
FTD: David Cleaver, 43.73  
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FTD went to David Cleaver in his Westfield SEiW                    Class record for Andy Larton in his Peugeot 106 

  

Keith Minshull’s road-going Peugeot                                    Roger Fish enjoys the sun in his Honda S2000 
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Flying the flag: Paul Gardner in his 1275 Mini                Corner cutting: Nigel Fox’s Caterham 7 

Seeing red: Chris Taylor’s Hitech DP1300/02                   Classy: Colin Smith set a new record in his Clio 

Small wonder: Debbie Cooper in the Toyota VITZ          On line: Jonathan Davies’ Peugeot 205GTI MT16 



 
 

 

 
 
 

IT’S OFF TO THE HILLS FOR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTENDERS 
The first hillclimb on the Longton Championship calendar took place at the Auto 66 Festival of Speed at 
Oliver’s Mount on April 29 and 30. A strong Longton contingent battled for honours in the small 
roadgoing kit car class. Michael Bellerby emerged on top both days with bests of 46.08 and 45.68. Leon 
Franks took second on Saturday with 47.67 but did not compete on Sunday. Andy Taylor was third on 
Saturday with 48.25 and second on Sunday at 48.21. 
 
Stephen Norton dragged his heavy diesel MG up the hill at 55.79 and 54.53. Chris Taylor was having a 
fine battle with his son Oli in the shared Hitech DP, Chris winning with 45.13 on Saturday and 44.48 on 
Sunday, with Oli on 45.66 and 44.78. 

 

BANK HOLIDAY AT BLYTON PARK 
The Blyton Park event on the late May Bank Holiday Monday attracted only a scattering of Longton 
competitors. With an entry list of less than 40 the York and Huddersfield motor clubs put a brave face 
on their disappointment and rewarded the drivers who made the trip with eight timed runs. 

 
A series of showers presented drivers with variable track conditions on the Eastern Circuit in the 
morning although it remained dry in the afternoon. Andy Larton was in his usual dominant form in his 
Peugeot, winning his class with a best of 77.86. In the roadgoing kit cars, Nigel Fox was alone in class but 
his time of 75.76 was a new record.  Stephen Norton came in third in his diesel MG at 91.81. Geoff Ward 
set 76.56 in his Formula Ford Swift. 
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William Campion braking (too!) late in his TVR S2              Adam Read’s high-vis Westfield SEW 

Steve Wilson set a class record in his Lotus Elise S2            Christian Timms trying hard in his Toyota MR2 

 



This tribute to Barry Whitehead was written by his daughter Eve, 
who competed with him for many years in his self-built racing cars, 
and was read by her at his funeral. 
 
I am here under instructions from our father – he was very clear that he wanted me to talk about his 
motorsport life at the funeral service!  However, I must mention that he had a wide range of hobbies 
which he pursued with his usual thoroughness and enthusiasm – fell walking, climbing, potholing and 
rifle shooting – he was particularly good at the latter, up to national level with the Match rifle. 
 
And rather than just talking about the cars he built and raced, it is more relevant to say that he just loved 
machinery of all sorts. And if you love something, you get good at it. At 16 he got his first piece of 
machinery, a motorbike. He was still at boarding school at the time, where such things were naturally 
forbidden, so during term time his parents would ride it down for him so he could take it out for a run. 
Nicholas, Barry’s younger brother, tells his first memory of him is of being chased around the garden by 
him on his motorbike – doting sibling behaviour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When we lived in Kirkby he built us a climbing frame out of scaffolding – more like an industrial play 
structure! It was brilliant and we spent hours on it, with him often joining us – occasionally with the 
apprentices from the factories as well. 
 
The garden kart;  Nicholas very successfully raced karts and also had a very old ex-racing kart that was 
driven around the garden at his parents’ house in Essex. In its original guise it had a little fixed gear 
Clinton engine, no clutch or gear, and managed about 10mph. 
 
One Christmas, our father took some measurements and pictures, went off, then turned up in the 
summer with a BSA bantam motor, a fabricated exhaust which wended its way behind the seat, fuel tank 
(made out of an old 'Gunk' can), cradle to mount the motor, outrigger gearshaft to convert the chain 
drive to the rear wheel, and a gear change mechanism. Amazingly, it all fitted together, and with only 
minor adjustments, was going round the garden the next day. It was a pretty neat piece of work and 
quite an achievement. He took it Bourne airfield to find out how fast it would go – hoping it would do 
60mph, although it actually only managed 43.  
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Barry, the cleric 

At university, he bought a Morgan three-wheeler which was 
very problematic. On one occasion he was driving the Morgan, 
being followed by his parents, and just as they were coming 
round a corner, they saw a large spanner come flying across 
the road and there was Barry, broken down, the air blue with 
bad language. Then, when he met our mother, he saw 
“girlfriend” as someone to push the car when it broke down, 
which it frequently did.  
 
And then he had various motorbikes, mainly Nortons. He 
adapted one to take a sidecar which was the family transport, 
he always had a very soft spot for outfits. It carried our mother 
plus Pat and I, all cooped up in the sidecar. He much later 
confessed he ignored her when she would tap on the lid to get 
him to stop when we had to have a wee, pretending he 
couldn’t hear! 
 
 



The garden kart was used by us all, but mainly by Nicholas who after a day’s racing,  would go for the lap 
record round the garden with his karting friends! Our father later took the garden kart back to Wigan – 
now rather wrecked – and used the engine and rear axle to build another one for Mark who used it for a 
couple of years.  He was pretty good at all that stuff. 
 
Motor sport competition was in the Whitehead DNA. His first experience of competition was in Bill 
Burton’s 1.5  Aston PVT at Wiscombe where he won the spam trophy, he then had 2 very enjoyable 
seasons driving our family 1100 estate which he had “done things to”.  
 
As many of you know he then read Alan Staniforth’s book, High Speed, Low Cost, and went on to build 8 
of his RBS cars, which he hillclimbed and sprinted. The first was a mini-based thing, front engine, then 
numbers 2-8 were single seaters. 
 
Initially they were to be numbered MBS1 and so on, for 'Mini Based Special', until someone pointed out 
that 'Mad Barry's Special' might be a better fit. The name was therefore hurriedly changed to RBS, for 
'Reverend Barry's Special', and so it remained. 
 
We all grew up, accompanying him to race meetings and we all took it for granted that “our father 
builds and drives racing cars”. It was only when I started to compete and work with him in the garage, 
that I realised the staggering level of engineering ability which was actually involved in building a car 
from an empty garage floor, to one which worked, was competitive, and in my hands, had an affinity for 
the Armco! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Through a lot of this period he was of course an industrial chaplain. Whilst I don't doubt he did an 
excellent job at that, it also gave him very useful engineering facilities and contacts that he made full use 
of. These days it would be known as 'synergy'. 
 
He was also very forward thinking – initially he used Mini engines which he supercharged, giving him a 
great competitive edge as he was still able to stay within 1100 class. When he knew the rules were going 
to change to enforce 40% extra capacity for a supercharger, he changed to a supercharged 750 bike 
engine – thus still able to stay in the class. And along with Keith Gowers, was the man to beat for quite a 
few years. 
 
In one of his books, published in ‘86 , Alan Staniforth wrote: “The flying vicar was creator and conductor 
of one of the fastest and perhaps ugliest 1100cc hillclimb cars of recent years.” He continued: “It should 
be recorded that the Reverend Whitehead’s work on his car back at the vicarage changed it from being 
so unstable it once spun simply because he was changing from 2nd to 3rd on the straight, into a class 
winner. An amateur’s mega-leap by anyone’s standards”. 
 
A very appropriate quote from Bob Hewson:” I am not all together sure the new generation of racers 
hold a candle to those who built their own cars rather than purchase one”.  

Continued …… 

 
  

Barry – the driver at a wet Harewood, the designer and builder in his garage and the paddock mechanic 



He applied his out of box thinking to all areas of his life where he designed, built, or improved things so 
they were exactly right for the job, with absolute confidence, and often an unconventional approach, and 
there are countless, countless, examples of this -  
 
Perhaps one of the funniest, least technical, is when we gave him a large Kinder egg one Easter, and 
after assembling the toy inside, he took it into the garage to fettle it so it worked better – making the 
little mechanisms work smoother and the wheels run truer. And more recently, when he got his coffee 
machine, he improved it by making washers so the little coffee container fitted better. 
 
So, alongside the calling he had for the church, he was a man who was just passionate about cars and 
engines – taking them apart, building them, improving them and thoroughly enjoying himself in the 
process (usually!). 
 
 
  

LONGTON NORTHERN SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP 2017 
Best 13 events from 26 to count 

 
Date  Venue     Type   Club 
June 24 Aintree    Sprint   LMC 
July 8  Blyton Park    Sprint   WSCC 
July 9  Blyton Park    Sprint   WSCC 
July 16  Scammonden Dam   Hillclimb  Mid Cheshire 
July 30  Three Sisters (2-lap)   Sprint   LDMC 
August 12 Scammonden Dam   Hillclimb  Pendle 
August 20 Oliver’s Mount   Hillclimb  Auto66 
August 27 Harewood    Hillclimb  BARC (Yorks) 
Sept 2  Aintree    Sprint   LMC 
Sept 3  Three Sisters    Sprint   LDMC 
Sept 16 Harewood    Hillclimb  BARC (Yorks) 
Sept 17 Harewood    Hillclimb  BARC (Yorks) 
Sept 30 Blyton Park    Sprint   LDMC 
October 14 Anglesey (National)   Sprint   LDMC 
October 15 Anglesey (International)  Sprint   LDMC 
 
 

LONGTON SPRINT SERIES 2017 
Best 5 events from 8 to count 

 
Date  Venue     Type   Club 
July 30  Three Sisters (2-lap)   Sprint   LDMC 
Sept 3  Three Sisters    Sprint   LDMC 
Sept 30 Blyton Park    Sprint   LDMC 
October 14 Anglesey (National)   Sprint   LDMC 
October 15 Anglesey (International)  Sprint   LDMC 

 
 

 

 

 


